
Secure Instant Messaging
Communication within a business is vital.  Enterprise Instant 
Messaging (EIM) offers the benefits of immediate communica-
tion helping employees interact more easily and cost effectively 
than using the telephone.  Productivity increases when systems 
manage and control message chat, preventing unnecessary con-
versations or interruptions.  

Encryption and message logging are vital for security, internal 
review and external EU compliance.  A Broadcast Alert feature 
is essential and enables time sensitive messages to instantly and 
securely reach exactly the right people across an entire organi-
sation.

Existing EIM solutions often demand expensive software and 
hardware upgrades, increasing costs significantly.  CedeCom 
Messenger offers the benefits of a very secure feature-rich, 
managed solution with no demands for software or hardware 
upgrades.  Deployment across large organisations is straightfor-
ward with Active Directory (LDAP) capability.

Benefits
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Secure file transfers

80,128 bit encryption

Desktop sharing

Full audit trail

Network transparent 
- works over existing 
communications links



Introducing: CedeCom Messenger
Enterprise Instant Messaging Simplified.
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Requirements:

Windows 2000, Windows XP/
Professional (all versions)

Windows 2003, Windows Vista 
(all versions)

Windows 7

Other CedeSoft Products:

CedeSafe - Real-time hard 
disc  encryption for your files.

CedeTracker - Centralised 
logging of PC activity and IP 
traffic.

CedeSMS - Secure mobile mes-
saging for existing handsets.

Why CedeCom Messenger?

Self Contained Communications
CedeCom Messenger is a completely self-contained communications 
system with no requirements for any third party products, servers, or 
other hardware to be installed, keeping sensitive data safe from third-
party access or compromise.  CedeCom Messenger accommodates 
MS environments, UNIX and Linux based networks or infrastructures 
from small organisations with several workstations to large enterprises 
with thousands.
 
Robust Security
The unprecedented level of security provided by CedeCom Messenger 
makes it ideally suited to market sectors where security is a prime 
consideration (E.g. Corporate, Government, and Enterprise) where 
legislative compliance and data leakage concerns prevent the use of 
such productivity boosting solutions.

Easy To Deploy Across Organisations
Only two small software components are required, CedeCom 
Management Console and CedeCom Messenger Client. These are 
simple to deploy to any number of workstations on existing networks and 
sit behind existing firewall security ensuring companies keep complete 
control of the entire system. Remote access is available from any 
internet connection if working from home or travelling and is secured to 
the same outstanding level of encryption

Technical Overview:

• IM message tracking/logging and storage.
• Remote Access security using existing VPN connections for 

‘message-based’ encryption at the same outstanding level.
• Secure virtual desktop sharing. ISP tech support, company IT 

managers, and/or other users can, with permission, browse and 
work on another’s desktop to solve basic PC issues.

• Comprehensive Broadcasting to groups of people by individuals, 
department, location, city or subnet.

• ‘PRESENCE’ notifications on only those users in their contact 
list.

• Contact lists stored centrally making user profiles available 
at any workstation on the network.

CedeSoft – Effective Security Made Simple.

For more information please visit our web site below:

User Modes:

Active Mode
Users have full access to all 
functions and features in 
CedeCom. Users can initiate 
communications.

Passive Mode
Users can receive and reply to 
messages sent to them but can-
not initiate communications.

CedeCrypt - Military grade 
file and folder encryption.


